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About This Game

RC Quadcopter Racing Simulator

Features LOS (line of sight) and FPV (first person view) flying.
Includes self-leveling and acro mode as well as 3D flight mode (inverted thrust).

Supports mode 1,2,3 and 4.
Ability to adjust settings for input rates, camera and physics.

Eight sceneries included, and more available as DLC.
There is also the full level editor included which enables you to create your own sceneries and tracks.

It is highly recommended to use a USB controller/RC radio. *

* Controllers that have been succesfully used include FrSKY Taranis, Spektrum, Devo, Turnigy, Flysky, Eachine, Graupner and
Futaba RC radios, Realflight and Esky USB Controllers, Logitech, Xbox and Playstation gamepads.
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really nice, looking forward into a Map-Editor. The best low cost simulator on the market PERIOD.. It is a pretty decent sim, its
not as complete as others available on the market. It doest allow you to build your own quad, map selection is relatively limited,
doesnt have battery management, and it won't let you bump scraggle. But the quad in game behaves a lot like your common
budget build quad. All in all its a reliable sim that can save you time and money fixing your real quad. Is it the best available, no,
but if you are in the market for a sim this one is priced well, it is simple, easy to use, will have you flying better and saving you
hours of repair time. Also works great with the TBS tango radio.. i am using a taranis x9d controller. it is not yet worked with
my x9d on windows pc. So i am not reccomending this simulator.. Very good simulator if you are trying to learn to fly racing or
freestyle drone. Recently have been updated with level editor.
If you have low-spec computer, this one should work just fine, unlike some other sims. Allows you to tweak physics of flying as
well as rates.. Way, way better than Driftoff - no moon gravity here. Whenever I'm fixing my quads (and suffering of
downtime) I fly Freerider. It's a great simulator without the useless bells and whistles and well worth the money. Works great
with my Flysky i6!. The Best Racing Drone simulator.
I play this simulator since 2016.Now it comes to steam so I bought it one more time.
Hope it can be better in the future!
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Very good SIM. Definately my "GO-TO" for practice \/ stick time \/ enjoyment (after getting all your settings right - feels very
realistic). Would like to see ONLINE option - it would be nice to fly with a buddy or two.(or share our ghost laps). I really like
the "RECORD n PLAYBACK" ghost drone (just wish it saved the ghost lap after closing sim - one per track - and option to
outo record BEST LAP - like "FPV Air 2"). This SIM is good for both casual flyers and hardcore racers to learn \/ practice \/
enjoy flight time. I like the maps - DLC is also good. Worth the money..and a lot more, especially if a few little things get
added\/tweaked. Get it !!!
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